## A Guide to Listening in English

### April – October 2019

#### Australia

- **GMT+8 to GMT+12**
  - Includes Sydney (GMT +11), Northern Territory (GMT +9) and Western Australia (GMT +8), Auckland (GMT +12)

Where you see this sign you will hear a short News Update at 30 minutes past the hour.

### HOW TO LISTEN

**In Australia**

- **Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC)**: ABC News Radio broadcasts a number of its news programs and relays BBC World Service overnight and during most of weekend daytime on more than 90 frequencies throughout Australia, including:
  - FM: Canberra 103.3 FM; Darwin 102.5 FM; Gold Coast 91.7 FM; Hobart 98.1 FM.
  - Medium wave: Adelaide 172 AM; Brisbane 914 AM; Hobart 747 AM; Melbourne 1025 AM; Newcastle 1453 AM; Perth 585 AM; Sydney 630 AM.

- **The Daily**ABC News Radio is available on DAB+ in Sydney, Melbourne, Canberra, Adelaide and Perth.

For radio frequencies and schedules go to: [www.abc.net.au/radio](http://www.abc.net.au/radio).

**In the Pacific Islands**

- SBS (Special Broadcasting Service) broadcasts BBC World Service English for Africa 24 hours a day on SBS+ DAB+ channel 5 in all major Australian cities.


### Satellite and Cable DTH services:

BBC World Service is broadcast 24 hours a day by the following operators:

- Australia: visit australiasat.com.au or call 132 342.
- Fostex: visit fostex.com.au or call 1311 999.
- Ocean Wet: visit oceansatellite.com.au or call 1300 301 681.

More than 60 community radio stations in Australia broadcast a selection of BBC World Service programmes in English. Please see local listings for further information (or e-mail: radio@bc revert.org). Some of the community stations broadcasting BBC programmes overseas are:

- Sydney (SBP): 119 AM.
- Brisbane (SBP): 119 AM.
- Melbourne (SBP): 119 AM.
- Adelaide (SBP): 119 AM.
- Sydney (SBP): 119 AM.
- Melbourne (SBP): 119 AM.
- Adelaide (SBP): 119 AM.

### BBC World Service is broadcast 24 hours a day:

- By satellite and cable DTH services.

Some BBC programmes are broadcast at regular times as follows:

- Tuvalu: via Radio Sunshine.
- Kiribati: via Radio Kiribati Tarawa 95 FM and 100 FM.
- Solomon Islands: Radio Happy Isles 1035 AM.
- Tonga: Radio Tonga 90 FM and 1017 AM.
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### In New Zealand

- BBC World Service is transmitted by ART (Auckland Radio Trust) 24 hours a day: Auckland 810 AM; Coromandel Pacific Coast 107 FM. In Wellington, Hutt Community Radio transmits BBC 15 hours a day: 106.1 FM in Hospice; 106.1 FM in Hunt Valley and Petone areas.

- In New Zealand, the BBC's national radio broadcasts many BBC feature programmes in the evenings and at weekends. For schedules and frequencies visit: [www.radionz.co.nz](http://www.radionz.co.nz).

### Australia (Australian Broadcasting Corporation) 

ABC News Radio and ABC News programs and relays BBC World Service overnight and during most of weekend daytime on more than 90 frequencies throughout Australia, including:

- **FM**: Canberra 103.3 FM; Darwin 102.5 FM; Gold Coast 91.7 FM; Hobart 98.1 FM.
- **Medium wave**: Adelaide 172 AM; Brisbane 914 AM; Hobart 747 AM; Melbourne 1025 AM; Newcastle 1453 AM; Perth 585 AM; Sydney 630 AM.

- **DAB+**: ABC News Radio is available on DAB+ in Sydney, Melbourne, Canberra, Adelaide and Perth.

For radio frequencies and schedules go to: [www.abc.net.au/radio](http://www.abc.net.au/radio).
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